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3D KUWAHARA FILTER IN SEISMIC FACIES ANALYSIS – PROGRAM      
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Overview 
 

    The objective of seismic clustering algorithms is to use the computer to accelerate this 

process, allowing one to generate interpreted facies for large 3D volumes. Determining which 

attributes best quantify a specific amplitude or morphology component seen by the human 

interpreter, is critical to successful clustering. Unfortunately, many patterns, such as coherence 

images of salt domes, result in “salt and pepper” classification. Application of 3D Kuwahara 

median filters smoothen the interior attribute response and sharpens the contrast between 

one face with neighboring facies, thereby preconditioning the attribute volumes for subsequent 

clustering.  Based on properties of Kuwahara filter, we generate an attribute-based seismic 

facies analysis workflow. In our workflow (Figure 1), the interpreter manually paints n target 

facies using traditional interpretation techniques, resulting in attribute training data for each 

facies. Candidate attributes are evaluated by cross-correlating their histogram for each facies, 

with low correlation implying good facies discrimination, Kuwahara filtering significantly 

increasing this discrimination. 
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Figure 1. Computation workflow for the Kuwahara filter. 

 

Kuwahara Filtering 
 

Kuwahara filter, as an edge-preserving filter is widely used in image processing. Applied to 

photographs, Kuwahara filters result in piecewise monochromatic features separated by sharp 

boundaries. By localizing the smoothing, the Kuwahara filter properly removes detail, even 

additive “salt and pepper” noise in high-contrast regions while preserving the shape of the 

boundaries in low-contrast regions. Kyprianidis et al. (2009) found that the Kuwahara filter 

“maintains a roughly uniform level of abstraction across the image while providing an overall 

painting-style look”. Equally important, the Kuwahara filter will smooth rapidly varying attribute 

anomalies within salt and MTCs to facilitate subsequent clustering.  

The Kuwahara filter searches all windows containing a given voxel. In our workflow (Figure 2), 

the analysis windows are oblique cylinders with radius = 50 m and height of 20 ms containing 

L=143 voxels whose top and bottom faces are aligned with the local dip magnitude and dip 

azimuth. L overlapping windows contain any given voxel. For a given attribute, one computes 
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the standard deviation, σ, the mean μ, and the median, m, in each of the L overlapping analysis 

windows. The filtered attribute will then be the value of m associated with the window having 

the minimum value of normalized standard deviation, σ/μ. The smoothness and noise 

suppression of an image is controlled by the size of the analysis window. If the analysis window 

length is large, the image will be smoother, but somewhat blocky. If the analysis window is 

small, the image will be smoothed less, and blocky-ness will be reduced.  Numerical 

experiments showed that cascading two small-window filters provided superior results to a 

single large-window filter at reduced computation cost.  

 

Figure 2. 

AASPI Implementation 

     Before running kuwahara3D, we should will need to run program stat3d, to generate values 

of the mean, median, and standard deviation at each voxel. 

     Program stat3d is launched from Volumetric Attributes, and can also be invoked by typing: 

aaspi_Stat3d & 

     Program kuwahara3d is launched from Volumetric Attributes, and can also be invoked by 

typing: aaspi_kuwahara3d &  
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stat3d GUI: 

 

Use the browser to choose one seismic attribute (we use energy_ratio_similarity), and its 

corresponding inline_dip (crossline_dip_0.H) and crossline_dip (inline_dip_0.H). Make sure to 

write the (1) Attribute Name. Check (2) compute mean and (3) compute standard deviation, if 

not, it will only output median-filtered results.  

(4), (5), and (6) are median-filtering parameters: in this case, we want to output 3 median-

filtered results from percentile 10 to percentile 90 (i.e. three outputs are  

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__10.H; 

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__50.H;  

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__90.H). 
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(7), (8), and (9) are parameters of the 3D analysis window. The default values are the migration 

bin size (25 m*37.5 m * 0.005 s). If you want to get much more smooth result, just increase the 

window size (125 m* 180 m * 0.012 s). 

In the stat3d program, if you choose “compute mean”, “compute standard deviation”, and 

output 3 n_pvals, there will be a total of five output files:  

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__10.H; 

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__50.H;  

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__90.H; 

d_mean_ energy_ratio_similarity.H;  

d_sigma_ energy_ratio_similarity.H; 

Note: The files in (Bold) will be the input files for the kuwahara3d program. 

kuwahara3d GUI: 
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There are five input files in kuwahara3d program: 

d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity__50.H (stat3d); 

inline_dip.H (Dip3D); 

Crossline_dip.H (Dip3D);  

d_mean_ energy_ratio_similarity.H (stat3d);  

d_sigma_ energy_ratio_similarity.H (stat3d); 

 

(1), (2), and (3) are parameters of the analysis window. The default values are the migration bin 

size (25 m*37.5 m * 0.005 s). If you want to get much shaper result, give a big window size (125 

m* 180 m * 0.012 s). 

 

Click (4) to increase (5) processors per node, which will make the calculation faster.  

After modifying the parameters, click Execute. 
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The output file looks like: 
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When it is normally finished, it would be displayed as the following: 
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When finished, we can open results on QC_plot.  
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The above figures (the first figure is original coherence; the second is after the median-filtered 

coherence; the third is after Kuwahara-filtered coherence) indicates application of Kuwahara 

workflow on coherence volumes. Unfortunately, the median filtering has smoothed the edges 

of seismic facies from rapidly varying to smoothly varying. To apply a Kuwahara filter, we find 

window k of the L non-centered overlapping windows that contain a target voxel that has the 

smallest normalized standard deviation, σ/μ. Kuwahara filtering then assigns the median of 

window k to be the output value for the target voxel. The “salt and pepper” expression of 

coherence have been suppressed. In contrast, the Kuwahara filtered trace shows piecewise 

smooth values, producing a sharp boundary at the top of the salt dome and MTC. 
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On time slices (the first is original coherence; the second is after Kuwahara-filtered coherence), 

the Kuwahara-filtered attributes suppress the “salt and pepper”; these are much clearer 

boundaries between any two seismic facies. 
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